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Quarterly Perspective

Brian Moran 
FLX Networks CEO and Founder

Disrupting the Status Quo
A disrupter is defined in business as a company or person causing 
upheaval to traditional methods of execution in an established industry. 
FLX’s vision to modernize, simplify, and revolutionize the engagement 
model between asset and wealth management strives to do just 
that. While our differentiated business model does create a new paradigm 
in productivity and ultimately drives towards a better tomorrow, like any 
change, it can also be received with fear and misconceptions.

Fear & Reality

While this may be controversial, I cannot remember a vibe in the industry 
that is more dire than it feels today. While there may be some recency 
bias, today feels more tense than during any point in the internet bubble, 
the GFC, or the beginnings of the pandemic. Why? The sheer volume of 
challenges. Whether it be the challenge of geopolitics, net asset flows, 
profitability, or client or employee dissatisfaction, we have clearly entered 
a new era for asset and wealth management.

Though FLX exists to address many of these challenges, fears still emerge. 
FLX is often told, “you must receive push back from XYZ departments due 
to a perceived threat to their jobs”. While this type of fear can be justified, 
it is more often misplaced and rooted in comfort, control, and 
complacency.

The reality, from FLX’s perspective, is straight forward. When there seems 
to be a prevailing wind of negativity, that typically means there is a need 
for innovation, new ideas, or different thinking. While many believe that 
the best days are behind us and easy money is off the table, we 
simultaneously agree and see it differently. 
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We believe opportunity persists if you can genuinely provide value. If your 
gut reaction is to dismiss a new approach versus exploring what the 
possibilities may be, then you may be left behind in a world that is fast 
evolving. In fact, if you are not open to tactically altering your strategy to 
address the increasing challenges that come with the existing model, then 
you may be in a role destined for change. 

FLX's Innovative Model

As a recent finalist in the MMI & Barron’s Industry Awards for Disruption, it 
feels timely to summarize how FLX views disruption. We recognized the 
traditional engagement model in our industry was fragmented, 
ambiguous, expensive, and heavily dependent upon humans. We did not 
believe the industry wanted another underutilized technology solution or 
service partner to solve for a narrow vertical of pain points. 

It was our view that asset and wealth managers needed a single solution 
to improve productivity, reduce costs, and provide access to the necessary 
expertise required to drive future growth. FLX Networks is the first 
marketplace network of its kind. Through a centralized destination, our 
members can consume shared technology and business services to better 
position their companies for the future. We believe a purpose-built 
network that listens to its members and can be accessed via one contract, 
one invoice, and one partner is the ultimate time and cost saver.

Through FLX Networks, asset managers:

• Leverage a sales enablement platform that will exhibit and democratize 
access to their thought leadership, investment insights, and 
organizational experience.

• Dynamically access wealth management business requirements, 
investment product needs, and/or desired approaches to engagement. 

Wealth managers:

• Leverage an industry utility to streamline their vendor management and 
engagement.

• Ensure they maintain their unique business practices to engage 
potential partners. 
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Our member community of asset and wealth managers and their 
employees leverage a forward-thinking technology solution that is 
accompanied by an innovative aggregation of best-in-class business 
services. There has never been a single network built to provide its 
membership with this much integration through a single destination. 

We are in a fast-evolving industry that has a traditional engagement 
model dominated by humans or well-resourced sales and marketing 
departments. While these inputs will still be needed, an omnichannel 
engagement model empowered by FLX can remove the noise, reduce 
wasted time, and improve desired outcomes.

Thank you for your support.
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Showcasing 60+ asset managers across the spectrum of 
asset class, vehicle, size, and specialty.

FLX’s Investments Exchange 

managers69

$3T in aggregate AUM

managers22

$750B in aggregate AUM

70+ investment products

Meet the Latest Additions to the Investments Exchange

FLX's Investments 
Exchange 

FLX's Shared Client 
Engagement Coverage

As of September 30, 2023

https://www.bristolgate.com/dividend-specialists/?gclid=CjwKCAjwp8OpBhAFEiwAG7NaElHyF4ndjhwIBIJLuPK4nYfnSkmMM4QMKIIGO64xqxkAgLMsfUjYDRoCtx0QAvD_BwE
https://cozadasset.com/
https://www.fairfieldresidential.com/
https://www.jbcapitalmgmt.com/
https://www.kaijuetfadvisors.com/
https://www.scgamllc.com/
https://symmetrypartners.com/
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Get to Know Our Community

On-demand content and the ability to showcase your brand are essential to 
maintaining an omnichannel presence. FLX Media can help you deliver 
differentiated content to increase your visibility and convey key information 
about your firm and products.

Contact Matt Novello, Head of FLX Media, to learn more.

Friday Film Series: Catch up on thought leadership and key firm updates in 
this weekly series from CEO Brian Moran.

InFLXtion Points Podcast: Business leaders share unique inflection points in their 
careers. Now streaming wherever you listen to podcasts.

New Content from FLX Media
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Third Avenue SEAL Family Foundation Focus Partners: COIs Astor Active Income

The Flywheel Effect The Importance of Video Brand Sales Process

A Story of Change Fast Friends to FoundersJourney of Confidence

mailto:matt.novello@flxnetworks.com
https://flxnetworks.cdn.spotlightr.com/watch/MTQyMDA0Mw==
https://flxnetworks.cdn.spotlightr.com/watch/MTQ2NTM1OA==
https://flxnetworks.cdn.spotlightr.com/watch/MTQ1MDA2Nw==
https://flxnetworks.cdn.spotlightr.com/watch/MTQ5Mzc3OQ==
https://flxnetworks.cdn.spotlightr.com/watch/MTQ2MjczOA==
https://flxnetworks.cdn.spotlightr.com/watch/MTQ3MjU4OQ==
https://flxnetworks.cdn.spotlightr.com/watch/MTQ2NjI0Ng==
https://flxnetworks.cdn.spotlightr.com/watch/MTQ3NjM5Nw==
https://flxnetworks.cdn.spotlightr.com/watch/MTQ5OTAyOA==
https://flxnetworks.cdn.spotlightr.com/watch/MTQ2NDE0Mw==
https://flxnetworks.cdn.spotlightr.com/watch/MTQ3MDU4MQ==
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In the News & On the Scene

• The holidays are fast approaching! Order custom branded gear for
your clients, prospects, and employees at a discount through the
newly launched FLX Store.

• FLX launches the Wealth Management Experience, a customized
network to simplify and centralize a fragmented engagement model
between wealth managers and their asset manager partners.

• 20 new asset managers spanning asset class and size join FLX’s
Investments Exchange.

• Through FLX’s Preferred Access Program, advisors and wealth
managers gain exclusive access to reduced fees and minimums for
select SMAs.

• Brian Moran interviewed by Mergermarket on additional
opportunistic buys following FLX’s acquisition of Focus Partners.

Newsworthy Highlights 
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You’re Invited
• Gain up to three CE credits through our next Digital Event: AllianzIM’s 

Breaking Down Buffered ETFs on 11/2 from 11 a.m. – 2 p.m. ET. 
Register here. 

• Don’t miss our last FLX Networking Night (FNN) of the year: Thursday, 
11/2 from 5:30 p.m. – 7:30 p.m. ET in our historic Bernardsville, NJ 
office. RSVP here.

https://www.promoplace.com/flxnetworks?sso-token=
https://flxdstcom.sharepoint.com/:b:/s/FLXCollaborationPortal/EbLrn0IvM61Pm7Hvk8Ma2W4BBq3K5bDhgZD_eqv24W8hyg?e=77FPZT
https://flxnetworks.com/wp-content/uploads/2023/09/FINAL-20-New-Managers-PR.pdf
https://flxnetworks.com/wp-content/uploads/2023/08/FLX-Press-Release-Preferred-Access-Program-Final.pdf
https://community.ionanalytics.com/flx-networks-seeks-buyside-advisor-for-opportunistic-strategy
https://event.on24.com/wcc/r/4310398/F13C7249CA1183A6A5B1DAD54B6363E5
https://www.evite.com/event/02A8TUXMCAY6FY3B4EPONQS6ZWMNWY?utm_campaign=send_sharable_link&utm_source=evitelink&utm_medium=sharable_invite
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Empowering you with cost-efficient solutions to expand your reach, boost 
brand visibility, and drive results.

Sponsor Events at Wealth Management Offices and Offsite Events
Sponsor exclusive speaking engagements and events, including keynotes, 
conferences, advisor round table discussions, FLX Digital Events, and more.

Implement Wholesaler Coaching Programs
Specialized coaching services designed to address the unique needs of 
distribution throughout the product lifecycle; providing valuable tools, 
insights, and strategies to optimize operations and drive exceptional results 
and AUM growth.

Focus Partners Offerings for Asset Managers

Spotlight Solution

Providing asset managers, wealth management 
firms, and financial advisors with a 
comprehensive and customizable suite of 
coaching and practice management solutions.

Focus Partners Offerings for Wealth Management Firms

Comprehensive Coaching and Practice Management
Personalized coaching services and practice management solutions are 
designed to address your advisors’ specific challenges. 

Hosted Advisor Events
Provide tactical and actionable best practice ideas for your advisors at 
branch, home office, or virtual events.

Collaborative Advisor Support
Develop a tailored approach with Focus Partners to help your advisors 
thrive, while accessing a network of support and expertise. 

Contact Jay Ramey, Director, Solutions, to learn more.

Website Email

mailto:jay.ramey@flxnetworks.com
https://www.focusvpm.com/
mailto:focuspartners@flxnetworks.com
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Content on the following pages is sourced from FUSE Research’s Monthly Data Snapshot 
and Industry Overview. For more information, visit https://www.fuse-research.com/.

Monthly Industry Data Snapshot
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Courtesy of FUSE Research, as of September 2023

https://www.fuse-research.com/
https://fuse-research.com/
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Asset and Net Flow Information
Courtesy of FUSE Research, as of September 2023

https://fuse-research.com/

